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Essence of the approach 
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Disaggregation algorithms 
and data processing 
 
 
Emission СО2, СН4,N2O:  ??? 
Uncertainies:  ???  
 














































 fuel types, greenhouse gases, calorific values ……….  
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Visualization of  
the results 
Statistical Data Parameters 
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Digital map of  
emission sourses 
All plants 




• GUS, official statistical data  




• Individual Power Plants 
• NIR, national data 
Digital 
maps 
• Google Earth 
• Coordinates of Power Plants 
Mathematical description: “Electricity Generation” and 












the emission of the g-th GHG from fuel burning of a point source; 
the amount of the f-th fuel type consumed in region R; 
the emission factor of the g-th gas from burning the f-th fuel type 
the calorific value of the f-th fuel type for point-type source  

















Uncertainties distributions of the model parameters: 
 
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 dissagregation coefficient the f-th fuel type  
Principles of forming geo-referenced input data for 




79 heat/power plants 
22 – in Silesia region 
Power/heat plants 





Principles of forming geo-referenced input data for 




Burshtyn power plant 
Coal mining region 
Industrilized region 
High population density 
Power/heat plants 
power is more than 20MW 
The results of spatial GHG emission modeling from 
electricity and combined heat and power generation 
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Electricity generation  












СО2, CH4, N2O, CO2-eq. 
 
Iterative process 
           Number of realization… 
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Uncertainty estimates: Poland 
• 79 power/heat plants in Poland 
• 6 power plants emitted over 52% of total emissions (in CO2-eq) in this sector (2012) 
Sensitivity analysis:  
Elektrownia Patnów II (Poland) 
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Dependence of total uncertainty of emission estimates for Elektrownia Patnów II 
to changes of uncertainty (on P %) of input parameters  

































 Reducing uncertainty of net calorific values  can recude 
overall uncertainty on power/heat plants level 
 Decreased uncertainty of the location of point sources 
reduces spatial uncertainty 
 Uncertainty due to disaggragation – still to be analyzed 
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